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PLASTIC SURGEON REBuilds LIVES RAVAGED BY VIOLENCE IN FACING TRAUMA ON DISCOVERY Fit & HEALTH

--FACING TRAUMA premiers on the all-new Discovery Fit & Health on February 20 at 10 PM/ET--

(Silver Spring, Md.)—Some plastic surgeons have the ability to rebuild lives as well as faces. One of them is Dr. Andrew Jacono, a world-class facial reconstruction surgeon who has made it his mission to serve the victims of devastating acts of domestic violence. The upcoming one-hour special, FACING TRAUMA, follows Jacono as he helps put back together the lives of two women and one young girl who were tragically scarred by violent pasts. FACING TRAUMA premiers Sunday, February 20, at 10 PM (ET/PT) on the all-new Discovery Fit & Health.

Every face tells a story, and FACING TRAUMA shares three unforgettable tales of survival and renewal. Viewers will be unable to forget the harrowing stories of victims left disfigured from attacks by the men in their lives. Having survived traumatic, near-death experiences, these three are left with physical and emotional scars that make it impossible to lead a normal life - unless Jacono can provide them with hope and a new beginning.

“FACING TRAUMA represents a significant landmark for the new Discovery Fit & Health, as it is the network’s first original special,” said Laura Michalchyshyn, President and General Manager of Discovery Fit & Health. “It’s a riveting profile of three courageous women and one amazing doctor who uses his talent to restore lives. This type of storytelling featuring unforgettable characters, gripping real-life drama and emotional redemption will be a hallmark of Discovery Fit & Health.”

FACING TRAUMA tells the story of Kristie who eleven years ago at the age of 14 came home from school and found her older sister murdered. Kristie was then brutally attacked by
her sister’s murderer and left for dead. Kristie survived the attack but suffered terrible scars along her neck, which have been a daily reminder of that horrific day. Taya is a five-year old adorable little girl who was born with a severely damaged right eye and oral muscle damage in her face as a result of a horrific attack on her mother while she was pregnant. The third story follows the repair of horrendous scars on the face, neck and arms of Ilianexy, who was savagely attacked with a knife by her boyfriend.

Part case study, part survival journey, **FACING TRAUMA** chronicles the stories of Kristie, Taya and Ilianexy before and after their surgery by Jacono hearing their fears and struggles and understanding their challenges of moving on and starting over. From the initial consultation to the final reveal, the special follows Jacono and his team as they work to heal both the physical and emotional scars of domestic violence.

**FACING TRAUMA** is produced for Discovery Fit & Health by Park Slope Productions. Paul Reitano and Terrence Sacchi are executive producers for Park Slope Productions. Executive producers for Discovery Fit & Health are Lynn Sadofsky and Lynne Kirby.

For more information on Discovery Fit & Health, go to discoveryfitandhealth.com, facebook.com/discoveryhealth or twitter.com/disc_health.

To find Discovery Fit & Health on your local cable provider go to http://health.discovery.com/ontv/channel-finder.html

**About Discovery Fit & Health:**
Discovery Fit & Health, a division of Discovery Communications, Inc. (Nasdaq: DISCA, DISCB, DISCK), entertains viewers with gripping, real-life dramas, featuring storytelling that chronicles the human experience from cradle to grave. Network programming includes forensic mysteries, amazing medical stories, emergency room trauma dramas, baby and pregnancy programming, parenting challenges, and stories of extreme life conditions. Discovery Fit & Health also features popular online and social media destinations found at DiscoveryFitandHealth.com, facebook.com/DiscoveryHealth and twitter.com/disc_health.